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Design is  
95% typography



1. Hierarchy
Prioritizes text elements using 
font size, weight, color and 
spacing to guide readers and 
create a clear structure.
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1. Hierarchy
Lets the reader know where
to look first.

Source

https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/2354085-infographic-dumps


1. Hierarchy
Example

Source

https://blog.typekit.com/2011/03/17/type-study-typographic-hierarchy/
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2. Negative space
Space around, between and 
inside (text) element
 Emphasizes the elements on the pag
 Aids hierarchy and legibilit
 Big element → big spacin
 Creates relationships between elements



2. Negative space

Source

https://medium.com/accelerated-intelligence/the-threat-to-knowledge-workers-is-not-ai-or-automation-its-their-horrifying-lack-of-productivity-58ce0b0ceade
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2. Negative space

Source
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3. Use of type
Serif vs. Sans
 The rule of thumb: contrast and 

don't mix similar fonts (e.g. Times 
and Georgia)

 UI elements: use san

 Article text: both are fine, but 
contemporary serif is more elegant.
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Source

https://tally.so/templates/employee-engagement-survey/63xd3J
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3. Use of type
Choosing type for body copy 
and headings

 Display font: only for headings,  
not for body copy or UI

 Text font are fine for headings (but can 
be boring)

 Use fewer fonts (bold counts as one)

Source

https://bettershotz.com/
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3. Use of type
Pairing fonts
 Fontpai

 Accidently Great Font Pairings  
[Figma plugin, use curated fonts

 Fontjoy [AI tool 

 Typ.io - curated
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3. Use of type
Please beware 
of the quality

Source

https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-letter-spacing-fails/


4. Alignment
 Basic rule: body copy is left-aligne

 Small chunks of text can be right-
aligned (carefully)

 Bold headings and statements can 
be centered

 Some text elements should be 
aligned to the baselin

 Never justify text unless you can 
hyphenate it



Quotation 08                                                                                                                         
Daisy van der Waal  ·  Deal 4: Notebook

Logo and brand book                                                                                                           
Daisy Rose  ·  Deal 10: Logo and brand book 

Quotations 12

Companies 1

Contacts 1

Daisy Rose  3 projects  ·  € 15.000,00 to be invoiced  ·  BE, 9000 Gent, Markt 1

Daisy van der Waal  Best Bouw B.V.  ·  Last contacted 1 days ago

Logo and brand book                                                                                                           
Daisy Rose  ·  Deal 10: Logo and brand book 

€ 7.050,00

Quotation 09                                                                                                                       
Missy van Dam  ·  Project: Daisy marketing

€ 7.050,00

Quotation 13                                                                                                                            
Study Green  ·  Deal 04: Promo page – Daisy

€ 1.300,00

Logo and brand book                                                                                                           
Daisy Rose  ·  Deal 10: Logo and brand book 

€ 1.300,00

Quotation 08                                                                                                                         
Daisy van der Waal  ·  Deal 4: Notebook

€ 12.450,00

€ 10.000,00

Quotation 09                                                                                                                       
Missy van Dam  ·  Project: Daisy marketing

€ 5.590,00

No results found for “Daisi”, showing 10 most relevant results for “Daisy” 

Show all 34 results
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5. Legibility
Line width
 Depends on the font size: 

smaller font → narrower line

 Rule of thumb for optimal 
width: 60-75 symbols per line.



5. Legibility
Leading or line height
 The distance between the 

baselines

 Rule of thumb for web: line 
height of 1.5 for body text.



6. Details
Quotation marks
 Quotation marks “” are not inches "

 Largely depend on the language (guillemets vs. double quotes)



6. Details
Dashes

 Four types: hyphen (-), en dash (–), em dash (—) and minus (−)

 En dash is used in English for

 range of numbers, dates, or time 

 scores or results of contests 

 to represent conflict, connection, or direction .

(23–39; 2011–2012; 11:00–12:00)

(“UCLA beat USC 28–14 in the finals”)

(“east–west”)

Adobe Garamond



Exercise

What could be improved?

Source

https://www.iufro.org/download/file/7486/1192/eugene11-report_doc/


Exercise

End result

Source

https://www.iufro.org/download/file/7486/1192/eugene11-report_doc/


Shameless plug



Wanna learn 

more?

Please help me help you!


Share your pains by filling 
out the survey.



Thank you!
Any questions?

Julia Zaytseva
Sr. Product Designer


